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In the Shadow of the Rising Dragon

2013-10-29

over the last decade china has undergone a transformation after the dark days of the cultural revolution it has emerged as one of the
twenty first century s most powerful economies with millions of citizens now entering the middle class yet despite these rapid changes
china s human rights record remains abysmal and a heavy shroud of secrecy protects the one party system from accountability in in the
shadow of the rising dragon chinese citizens from all walks of life share their stories of brutality and oppression while inconceivable in
the west public beatings grueling official questioning unexplained detentions and house arrest have become common place occurrences
requiring only a minor infraction to set into motion those that dare to push the boundaries of the totalitarian regime including one
essayist s visit to the human rights activist chen guangcheng are sentenced to life long imprisonment subjected to physical and
psychological torture and frighteningly made to disappear what emerges is a pattern of harassment directed not at opposition figures
but ordinary citizens who live in crippling uncertainty of their future edited by two chinese scholars both of whom have experienced
surveillance control abduction and detention this is a probing and revealing look at life under the police state of the world s most
populous country

Dragon Rising

2022-03-17

the fourth adventure in the roarsome dragon realm series for 9 readers perfect for fans of nail biting mysteries and cinematic battles
dragon destiny the fifth and final instalment is now available a joy of a thing it s for every child who has ever longed to bond with a
dragon katherine rundell bestselling author of the rooftoppers billy dylan charlotte and ling fei are back in their hometowns missing
each other and their dragons while out surfing one morning billy panics when a water dragon emerges out of the waves and soon strange
sightings are being spotted all over the world meeting back in dragon realm the friends their dragons and two new acquaintances join
forces to investigate but what unravels is a dastardly plan concocted by an evil baddie and a human and dragon battle that will go
down in history it s up to billy and friends to save the world but can they do it praise for dragon mountain splendidly addictive
guardian rollicking escapist storytelling with a dragon sized heart kiran millwood hargrave author of the girl of ink and stars a
soaring sizzling fire breathing gem of an adventure story abi elphinstone bestselling author of sky song a wonderful warm hearted and
action packed adventure katherine woodfine author of the sinclair s mysteries packed full of fun heart and imagination it will make you
wish you had your own dragon bond anna james author of the pages co series brimming with warmth and originality dragon mountain
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combines edge of your seat adventure laugh out loud humour and hugely exciting dragons to create a sweeping fantasy that will
captivate readers of all ages catherine doyle author of the storm keeper s island dragon mountain has all of my favourite things a rich
mythology and a tale of friendship snarky dragons and daring deeds this is the kind of breathless tale that leaves you hungry for the
next instalment roshani chokshi author of the aru shah series dragon mountain is a joy to read adventurous and enchanting with a heart
of gold it will make you re live the moment you first looked at the sky and longed to see a dragon looking back samantha shannon
author of the priory of the orange tree and the bone season series

Vietnam

2020-11-24

a much needed behind the scenes survey of an emerging asian power the eyes of the west have recently been trained on china and india but
vietnam is rising fast among its asian peers a breathtaking period of social change has seen foreign investment bringing capitalism flooding
into its nominally communist society booming cities swallowing up smaller villages and the lure of modern living tugging at the
traditional networks of family and community yet beneath these sweeping developments lurks an authoritarian political system that
complicates the nation s apparent renaissance in this engaging work experienced journalist bill hayton looks at the costs of change in
vietnam and questions whether this rising asian power is really heading toward capitalism and democracy based on vivid eyewitness
accounts and pertinent case studies hayton s book addresses a broad variety of issues in today s vietnam including important shifts in
international relations the growth of civil society economic developments and challenges and the nation s nascent democracy movement
as well as its notorious internal security his analysis of vietnam s police state and its systematic mechanisms of social control
coercion and surveillance is fresh and particularly imperative when viewed alongside his portraits of urban and street life cultural
legacies religion the media and the arts with a firm sense of historical and cultural context hayton examines how these issues have
emerged and where they will lead vietnam in the next stage of its development

Hanoi

2002

for many westerners hanoi evokes memories only of war and bitter loss but hanoi is much more than the capital of vietnamese communism
hanoi is today a thriving urban center with a rich history all its own georges boudarel and nguyen van ky paint a vivid portrait of a
city that is now awakening to the modern era together they reveal hanoi in its myriad facets from the aromas of its traditional cuisine
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to its destruction in wartime to the modern era of motorcycles and movie theaters

Dragon Rising

2023-01-03

is the truth worth dying for what if no one believes the truth anyway while some of the dragons in detaris are adjusting to having a
new red dragon around other s aren t they hound scarlet no matter what she wants to try and do if she doesn t put an end to it soon
she s going to wind up injured or worse her supporters are insistent that scarlet take the reins of the greatest realm in the world she
still isn t sure she wants to be left alone to get to know her new family but more and more dragons are popping up with half truths and
selfish agendas can scarlet prove her lineage power and capability before it s too late or will she be betrayed at every turn the world
is still in denial of the approaching danger can scarlet do what s needed and unite them against the common enemy scroll up and click buy
now or read for free and grab your copy today to find out if dragon intrigue ancient family drama and action packed monster battles
will keep getting in the way

Blood Dragon Rising

2023-04

all lisette de lille wants is an easy life she s not enthralled with getting married to a dull young nobleman but it will secure her
caribbean island for france for king and country right when her betrothed and his lover sell her to a pirate her life goals change
significantly now all she wants is white hot revenge the pirate rocco has a sinister motive for purchasing lisette an ancient curse turns
him into a blood dragon each night of the new moon he is driven to kill everyone who was there the night his wife was murdered the spell
will end when he kills lisette when two souls are filled with such vengeful passion is there any room to fall in love

Shadows of Krandom

2009-09-22

an ancient evil wants to get back a hold inside krandom young sky knight mickalie and his rare black dragon shadow are swept into the
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middle of an epic struggle for control over this grand kingdom darkness is brewing in foul magic someone wants krandom s crown and
mickalie s life krandom will fall even if a deal has to be made with this vilest evil to do so mickalie s loyalty to his kingdom will be
tested as this darkness pursues him and his new found love the enchanting princess serenity his past scars will be ripped open and his
future will decide krandom s fate will he be able to stand against evil incarnate or will the rising dragon prince s evil magic end them all
and this is only the beginning

Red Dragon Rising

2012-03-28

the bestselling authors of the year of the rat expose how the clinton administration helped communist china achieve its military
ambitions

THE RISING DRAGON

2022-09-16

china is already a world power and in all ramifications it is likely to become the next top world power very soon when i stepped into
china for the first time i was wowed at the development and growth level its growth could easily dwarf anything achieved by any
other country in the world this growth made me want to investigate further to understand how exactly china operates as a country
and as a government hence this book is a compilation of my findings research and experience about this beautiful world superpower
countries are made from long term planning china is rich in its history and culture its long well preserved history shows us that the
country has been planned out for a long time this means everything that has been done so far was actually mapped out in this book i
looked at every aspect of the chinese culture from its economy to its business environment its e commerce ecosystem and down to its
business etiquettes this intelligent study was written in a way that is easy to understand yet well researched this book will definitely
be an enlightening read for all regards

Rising Dragon

2012
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moonbeam children s book award double silver medalist a gnome a girl and a dwarf fly north on an injured battledragon in the depth of
winter to search for the missing commander of the stealth dragon services throw in a spy an overweight dragon fledgling who s so
plump he cannot fly and a renegade sorcerer warlock hot on their tail and it seems like a quest doomed to failure from the outset

Dragon Lords Rising

2012

explore an epic new fantasy saga of dragons gods and heroes once this was a peaceful world on the opposite side of the galaxy now
this is a world of elemental beings a place where humans struggle reborn anew by a mad god into slavery humanity survives a third
generation of life under the yoke of the mad undine god plthunlos guided by the ancient explorer bphophix mankind struggles to stay hidden
while serving as saboteurs bphophix once the starship captain who settled on this planet seeks an end to the torment humanity exists
under in this strange new world of elemental beings and insane gods the mad undine god plthunos sends his favorite anointed human cyrex
on a mission he runs into trouble when he meets illidara a surly beautiful and young undine priestess deep within the celestial gardens
draax dragon goddess of the boiling seas plots to take over the world of naalrinnon will the dragon gods unification bring an end the
people of naalrinnon

Dragon Gods Rising

2016-12-19

larry bond is the literary heir of tom clancy stephen coonts more than twenty years ago larry bond helped tom clancy write red storm
rising the iconic techno thriller of the cold war era now he returns with jim defelice to start a new classic series for our era larry bond
s red dragon rising which imagines the globe torn apart by climate change and its economic and geopolitical fallout the red dragon rising
series discounted ebundle includes shadows of war edge of war shock of war blood of war forge books by larry bond jim defelice first
team series larry bond s first team larry bond s first team angels of wrath larry bond s first team fires of war larry bond s first team
soul of the assassin at the publisher s request this title is being sold without digital rights management software drm applied
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The Dragon, Rising

2018-12-04

larry bond s red dragon rising an explosive new thriller from new york times bestselling author as depression and drought wrack china
the country s new premier has launched a deadly war with vietnam the assault has left the world on the precipice of disaster u s army
major zeus murphy disobeys his commander and plunges headlong into the conflict leading the vietnamese in a covert attack against the
chinese army massing on the border if the gambit fails china will roll over vietnam and zeus will lose the only woman he has ever loved
kept prisoner in a secret base north of hanoi in the south china sea the uss mclane becomes a deadly pawn in a game of international
chicken between the u s and china if the american ship won t leave the chinese are prepared to sink it vietnam prepares a doomsday weapon
that will not only extract revenge but render much of southeast asia uninhabitable for decades hoping to prevent this the u s president
sends seal lieutenant ric kerfer to destroy the weapon operating on land and sea american heroes are caught in a desperate struggle to
prevent the unthinkable from becoming reality but are they enough to turn back the might of the rising red dragon at the publisher s
request this title is being sold without digital rights management software drm applied

The Red Dragon Rising Series

2013-01-15

summoning dragons exacts a price can they afford to pay it augum bridget and leera are the first to summon dragons in thousands of
years but the ancient spell inflicts an unforeseen side effect after every casting it turns them against each other as the canterran army
plunders their kingdom katrina von edgeworth uses her siege engine dragon to crush all resistance the trio fledglings at fighting in the air
soon find themselves outmatched now everything hangs by a thread and augum bridget and leera must somehow carve a path to victory
without gouging each other s eyes out little do they know the enemy is readying a deadly surprise champion s wrath is the grand finale
to the fury of a rising dragon series also by sever bronny the arinthian line series the epic coming of age adventure that began it all

Larry Bond's Red Dragon Rising: Blood of War

2020-12
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sometimes a battle isn t waged on a bloody field sometimes it s won within the heart of one girl hua minglan wants revenge for the death
of her sister and she ll do anything to get it a war is brewing between piao and the kou warriors to the north a war that has called
every able bodied man in piao from their fields when hua s father is summoned to fight she knows he won t return most of the warriors don
t with a decision that could cost her everything she leaves her home behind in an attempt to take her father s place training under
commander jian li brother to the emperor the commander is a harsh man a demanding man and one with his own desire for vengeance hua can
t get too close she can t befriend the man who is able to bring her deceptions tumbling to the ground if he learns the truth about who
she is it won t only see her shunned from the army for disguising herself as a man it will end in her execution hua never imagines that by
joining the army she brings a greater foe into the heart of piao what if the kou are only a distraction what if the real enemy is her dive
into this full length mulan inspired fantasy beware of dragons sword wielding girls and a slow burn heartbreaking romance

Champion's Wrath

1985-01-01

an ancient evil wants to get back a hold inside krandom young sky knight mickalie and his rare black dragon shadow are swept into the
middle of an epic struggle for control over this grand kingdom darkness is brewing in foul magic someone wants krandom s crown and
mickalie s life krandom will fall even if a deal has to be made with this vilest evil to do so mickalie s loyalty to his kingdom will be
tested as this darkness pursues him and his new found love the enchanting princess serenity his past scars will be ripped open and his
future will decide krandom s fate will he be able to stand against evil incarnate or will the rising dragon prince s evil magic end them all
and this is only the beginning

Dragon Rising

2007

many developing countries viet nam included continue to struggle to raise incomes per capita a common feature of the growth and
development process is a fundamental change in the pattern of economic activity as households reallocate labour from traditional
agriculture to more productive forms of agriculture and modern industrial and service sectors broad structural transformation and
widespread poverty reduction is the combined result of these large scale shifts in work and labour allocation when they realise desired
development goals the roots of this volume grow from when the first pilot viet nam access to resources household survey varhs was
carried out in 2002 the success of this inspired the central institute of economic management ciem in hanoi the institute of policy and
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strategy for agriculture and rural development cap ipsard the institute of labour science and social affairs ilssa and the development
economics research group derg of the university of copenhagen together with danida and later on unu wider to plan and carry out a
more ambitious varhs from 2006 increasing coverage and representativeness to more than 2 150 families and 12 provinces across the
various regions of viet nam the varhs covering these very same households had by 2014 been carried out five times i e every two years it
is on this high quality panel data foundation and almost 15 years of study and policy work using the varhs data the present volume
builds in its effort to bring out the essential rural micro economic characteristics and insights of a dynamic south east asian economy
in transition from a centrally planned towards a more market based economy

China Revealed

2020-02-13

enjoy this epic fantasy romance series by usa today bestselling author m lynn sometimes a battle isn t waged on a bloody field sometimes
it s won within the heart of one girl hua minglan wants revenge for the death of her sister and she ll do anything to get it a war is
brewing between piao and the kou warriors to the north a war that has called every able bodied man in piao from their fields when hua s
father is summoned to fight she knows he won t return most of the warriors don t with a decision that could cost her everything she
leaves her home behind in an attempt to take her father s place training under commander jian li brother to the emperor the commander is a
harsh man a demanding man and one with his own desire for vengeance hua can t get too close she can t befriend the man who is able to
bring her deceptions tumbling to the ground if he learns the truth about who she is it won t only see her shunned from the army for
disguising herself as a man it will end in her execution hua never imagines that by joining the army she brings a greater foe into the heart of
piao what if the kou are only a distraction what if the real enemy is her dive into this full length mulan inspired fantasy beware of
dragons sword wielding girls and a slow burn heartbreaking romance keywords fantasy romance mulan asian fantasy dragon magic
legend fairytale inspired retelling sword and sorcery good and evil similar authors natasha ngan julie kagawa raven kennedy kelly st
clare caroline peckham susanne valenti c n crawford elise kova robin d mahle elle madison d k holmberg cordelia castel kay l moody jc
kang nicolette andrews and alisha klapheke

Dragon Rising

2009-09

centuries ago rakar gorxand was chosen by the twelve ancients to eliminate darkness from the world wearing a suit of armor imbued
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with the ancients power over time he became corrupted by the very evil he sought to eliminate until he became the largest source of
darkness on the continent of naegleria now falkier inalumin a wrongfully imprisoned court scribe has been granted a sword containing the
spirit of the dragon ancient with this sword in hand he must travel across naegleria on a quest to locate the pieces of a new suit of
armor capable of eliminating rakar and correcting the ancients mistake

Shadows of Krandom

2017

no nation on earth is as newsworthy as 21st century china and no book could be timelier than dragon rising as world attention
focuses on china s all out effort to present itself as a modern world power and on the 2008 beijing olympics becker is the ideal guide to
the profound changes within china that are reshaping global economic diplomatic and military strategies he weaves analysis with
anecdotes to address today s pressing uncertainties how will china cope with pollution unemployment and demand for energy what form
will its government take can shanghai s success with urban capitalism be replicated elsewhere each chapter focuses on a specific region
and its local issues minority unrest poverty corruption then places them in the broader context of china society as a whole vividly
illustrated with photographs that capture the paradox of an ancient culture remaking itself into a dynamic consumer society dragon
rising is a wonderfully written well rounded wide ranging portrait of china s problems and prospects

Growth, Structural Transformation, and Rural Change in Viet Nam

2020-03-13

despite its increasingly secure place in the world the people s republic of china remains dissatisfied with its global status its growing
material power has simultaneously led to both greater influence and unsettling questions about its international intentions china also
has found itself in a constant struggle to balance its aspirations abroad with a daunting domestic agenda this authoritative book
provides a unique exploration of the complex and dynamic motivations behind beijing s foreign policy the authors focus on china s choices
and calculations on issues such as the ruling communist party regime s interests international status and image nationalism taiwan
human rights globalization u s hegemony international institutions and the war on terrorism taken together the chapters offer a
comprehensive diagnosis of the emerging paradigms in chinese foreign policy illuminating especially china s struggle to engineer and manage
its rise in light of the opportunities and perils inherent in the post cold war and post 9 11 world
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Dragon Rising

2019-11-11

the indian ocean region has rapidly emerged as a hinge point in the changing global balance of power and the geographic nexus of economic
and security issues with vital global consequences the security of energy supplies persistent poverty and its contribution to political
extremism piracy and related threats to seaborne trade competing nuclear powers and possibly the scene of future clashes between rising
great powers india and china all are dangers in the waters or in the littoral states of the indian ocean region this volume one of the
first attempts to treat the indian ocean region in a coherent fashion captures the spectrum of cooperation and competition in the indian
ocean region contributors discuss points of cooperation and competition in a region that stretches from east africa to singapore to
australia and assess the regional interests of china india pakistan and the united states chapters review possible red lines for chinese
security in the region india s naval ambitions pakistan s maritime security and threats from non state actors terrorists pirates and
criminal groups who challenge security on the ocean for all states this volume will interest academics professionals and researchers
with interests in international relations asian security and maritime studies

The Dragon's Rising

2007-10-16

rising gangwon is a bimonthly publication by spokesperson office of gangwon state republic of korea

Dragon Rising

2005

bringing together a range of south asian perspectives on rising china in a comparative framework an attempt has been made for the first
time to identify and examine the political economic and socio cultural stakeholders and constituencies that influence the respective
policy of individual south asian countries towards china the essays also project how their mutual relations are likely to be shaped by
these the book is especially relevant today owing to china s growing weight in asian and global affairs
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China Rising

2013-04-29

before going to college an ordinary high school student went to celebrate and got drunk when he woke up he found himself in a
completely different world there was a big sect the approaching sect entrance examination a slum where his body s previous owner lived
and a shared memory about a missing young girl when he got tangled in a fight with a few punks in this different world he fell off a cliff
and miraculously found himself still alive with two more voices ringing inside his head they were sword master and saber master in the
company of them he continued to find out more about this whole new world he took the sect entrance examination entered the sect met a
strange man in black and even participated in a major competition of the sect to have a chance to win over his peers in this whole new
world he was born again and got to explore the fantastic martial world

Deep Currents and Rising Tides

2023-08-04

already the world s third largest economic power china presents enormous potential for businesses worldwide opportunities abound and
despite current economic crises throughout asia richter and the contributors to this unique volume are convinced that opportunities in
china can only increase they explore and analyze these opportunities and the management practices that implement them in doing so they
study the chinese economy forecast the future of chinese business organization and assess china s place in the coming global economy
recent developments in the chinese economy show how chinese firms actively pursue new strategies to shape their organizations the
current asian crisis will radically alter the patterns of doing business in china and richter and his contributors explain how western
firms can cope with these ongoing changes other books usually from the western viewpoint tend to describe only the present structure
of the chinese economy richter s looks at it from china s viewpoint and advocates a dynamic approach to the study of chinese
organizations the analytical scope of the book concentrates more thoroughly on transforming organizations structures than is found
in other mainstream studies their book is thus a true inside view of china s economic and business structures by people who have studied
and know it intimately a book that will help corporate executives and their academic colleagues appreciate china s vitality and
understand the reasons for her optimism although knowledge of china is growing it still remains relatively sparse considering the rise to
prominence of chinese business enterprises richter and his chinese experts visionaries he calls them seek to fill the gaps they look at the
complex questions associated with the concept of ownership and control in china and address economic policy and the development of
the chinese firm they look at the development path of some selected industries then itemize the challenges that multinational companies
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face in china ending with a discussion of a hypothetical way of managing all of the contributors are members of the worldwide chinese
business and academic communities the research presented inspires further academic discourse and managerial policy in face of evolving
chinese reality the book supplies expert knowledge and support for business practitioners policy analysts scholars and students in
china and abroad

RISING GANGWON Volume 96 (��� �� ���)

2013-11-12

shadow of the rising sun book two of the dragon s wake trilogy continues the lee family s story of struggle obligation and destiny the
year is 1918 japan has occupied and then annexed korea cruelly reducing it to a virtual slave colony and has now begun its takeover
of manchuria on its way to conquering china michael y t lee son of former minister lee leader of korea s liberation movement is seventeen
when he is sent to peking university to prepare himself to join his father in the anti japanese resistance there he meets some of the future
leaders of china and falls under the influence of the country s intellectual giants some who will found china s communist party while he
yearns to fight for the freedom of korea his ancestral homeland which he has never seen he realizes he must first address problems closer
to home warlords and gangsters have taken over much of china creating anarchy and corruption throughout the land china s well
organized opium cartel controls shanghai and all central and coastal china y t joins sun yat sen s nationalist army to take back the
country and unite it under a nationalist government he becomes a cavalry officer and fights against the warlords after being wounded in
battle he learns that chiang kaishek sun s prot g and successor has betrayed the government and sold it out to the opium cartel
meanwhile japan s invasion of china expands even shanghai y t s home is taken over by them in their bloodthirsty pursuit of empire y t must
make agonizing choices to save his family and his life goals as the communists nationalists and japanese all battle for control of china

A Resurgent China

2000-04-30

grasping at a sliver of hope a group of friends undertake a perilous quest last attempted thousands of years ago a quest to summon
dragons a ruthless enemy has conquered augum s kingdom sheltered beneath a protective dome the academy of arcane arts stands as the
sole remaining stronghold and augum and his friends are about to abandon it little does he know escaping will be the easy part for a
harrowing adventure awaits along the way he ll have to evade an enemy that always seems one step ahead while dealing with an ally
questioning his leadership but his greatest challenge learning when to show mercy and when to drive in the sword sever bronny is the
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amazon bestselling author of the epic coming of age series the arinthian line burden s edge paperback page count 656 genres young adult
fantasy sword and sorcery coming of age fantasy action and adventure epic fantasy mystery explicit language mild violence mild to
medium

Supreme Emperor of Swords

2007-02-15

school days in vietnam is the third book in a trilogy that encompass five years of teaching english in thailand myanmar and vietnam i only
taught for a year in hanoi and used the second year to travel and carry on with other missions in my life that included writing much of
this book and other stories about travel i had wanted to live in hanoi since first visiting in 2004 but the opportunity didnt present
itself until eight years later through employment as an english teacher in an international school in my mind i had high expectations and a
goal of remaining in hanoi for two years everything was more interesting and meaningful than i could have expected and at the end of
two years i felt tied to my friendships and the amazing lifestyle that was simple yet lavish in humanity i was totally enamored with
vietnam the people the natural beauty of its diverse geography and the culture that separates it from all other nations i made more
friends than i had in any other country and in north vietnam i enjoyed a weather pattern that was near to the tropics but decidedly four
seasons

The Dragon Millennium

2019-12

the strong and courageous can define their own destiny but fate falls on all men unless they fail to act you can control your own
course but some events once set into motion cannot be stopped as time marches inexorably forward the ghosts of the past howl louder
than ever mistakes left turns that should have been right and the sanctions of lesser men all come together in a perfect storm of
circumstances the enemy has been known for generations the seer hrethrel spoke of him and the dragon of the setting sun that would face
him now the day has come and succeed or fail the fate of the multi verse is once again in the hands of hunter jusenkyou its not fate fate
can be cheated and destiny forged but events will come to pass as certain as the sunset what happens then brave heroes will stand and
fight but the uncertain future the unstable past and the certain march of time will lead all things along the inclination to destiny
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Shadow of The Rising Sun

2015-08-29

when a young man chooses a forbidden calling he must prove his worth or watch his kingdom fall sixteen year old augum stone is a
warlock prodigy suffocating under the weight of expectations students idolize him nobles plot to exploit him commoners think he s a
miracle maker and with invasion looming his already war weakened kingdom expects him to be its champion but augum doesn t want to be a
pawn in someone else s game he ll forge his own path that of the arcaner not a warlock or a knight but a lethal combination of both
legend says arcaners once had the power to summon dragons if true it could change everything resurrecting the arcaner path comes with
consequences however scandal malice treachery and a harrowing test of character he must survive he must prove he s worthy of an
ancient path and he must save the kingdom before it s too late sever bronny is the amazon bestselling author of the epic coming of age
arinthian line series burden s edge paperback page count 410 genres young adult fantasy sword and sorcery coming of age fantasy
action and adventure epic mystery explicit language mild violence mild to medium to receive advance notice of sever bronny s releases go
to severbronny com contact and subscribe to the newsletter

Mercy's Trial

2011-09-15

china the greatest empire the world had ever known is weak and divided after a series of humiliating defeats in the opium wars and the
divine empress court harbours many who deeply resent the westerners who inflicted and now take advantage of these losses japan on the
other hand has embraced the west with open arms after centuries of isolation the japanese now march forwards and accept technologies
that a few decades before would have been regarded as witchcraft possessed of the east s most modern army japan now looks
avariciously towards its neighbours the next decade will decide whether the ancient empires of the east survive or are washed away and
every one of the great powers wants their slice

School Days in Vietnam Stories from the Heart

2017-12
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when a cunning enemy enslaves the kingdom a famed warlock knight must survive a gauntlet of perils to save his people augum stone is
only sixteen and already a legend he heard his name chanted in the arena by tens of thousands he vanquished a notorious tyrant and
ended a war and he revived a warlock knight order that lay dormant for generations but these feats came with a price

The Inclination to Destiny

2014-06-20

the epic finale to this hit series acius the darkest fallen angel in the world knows what i am and he wants me to be his queen to be his
puppet he ll stop at nothing which leaves me with only one choice kill him normally my prey run from me but he s the hunter too when he
delivers word of his plan to destroy magic s bend with an enormous serpent it s obviously a trap meant to ensnare me but i have no
choice to save my town i must skirt the edge of death i must outrun him and outwit him or we will all lose our homes our lives
everything dragon rising is a fast paced urban fantasy adventure starring a kick butt heroine a powerful hero and whole lot of humor

Burden's Edge

2018-09-27

japanese masterworks offers a survey of japanese painting spanning 600 years the 1300s to early 1900s and including almost all of
the major genres and styles especially important are paintings hanging scrolls and folding screens by many of the best known artists of
the edo period 1615 1868 the paintings are illustrated in colour and a detailed entry accompanies each painting the book also includes
artist biographies and four essays on the history of japanese painting a short essay on japanese painting collections in the american
midwest and an essay on the history of the asian art collection at the indianapolis museum of art complete the volume heisaku harada is
director of the museum of art ehime japan john tadao teramoto is associate curator of asian art indianapolis museum of art the other
contributors include christine m e guth tae nishida takeshi nagai jyunji takanashi yumiko kuniga and shinji hashimoto

Sleeping Dragon, Rising Sun
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sometimes a battle isn t waged on a bloody field sometimes it s won within the heart of one girl hua minglan wants revenge for the death
of her sister and she ll do anything to get it a war is brewing between piao and the kou warriors to the north a war that has called
every able bodied man in piao from their fields when hua s father is summoned to fight she knows he won t return most of the warriors don
t with a decision that could cost her everything she leaves her home behind in an attempt to take her father s place training under
commander jian li brother to the emperor the commander is a harsh man a demanding man and one with his own desire for vengeance hua can
t get too close she can t befriend the man who is able to bring her deceptions tumbling to the ground if he learns the truth about who
she is it won t only see her shunned from the army for disguising herself as a man it will end in her execution hua never imagines that by
joining the army she brings a greater foe into the heart of piao what if the kou are only a distraction what if the real enemy is her dive
into this full length mulan inspired fantasy beware of dragons sword wielding girls and a slow burn heartbreaking romance

Honor's Price

2004

Dragon Rising
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